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Rates: Euribor gets an update
The Euribor benchmark administrator announced an update of the
fixing calculation methodology that will be phased in over six months
starting mid-May. The impact on rates and money market spreads
from a possible increased fixing volatility appears limited. Lessening
the operational risk for participating banks could enlarge the panel in
the future

The methodology
underlying Euribor is
getting an update that
will be phased in over
six months starting in
mid-May

An Updated Euribor methodology will be phased in over six
months from May onwards
The methodology underlying Euribor is getting an update that will be phased in over six months
starting mid-May, the benchmark’s administrator EMMI announced this week. The benchmark had
moved from a purely quote based to a hybrid methodology in 2019, anchoring submissions in
actual transactions as far as possible.

Currently panel banks make their submissions following a three-level hierarchical approach. At the
bottom of this waterfall structure – the Level 3 – banks were required to make submissions based
on own estimates and modelling when no transaction data is available. EMMI’s transparency data
for January showed that in the 6m and 12m tenors around 44% of contributions made use of
Level 3.

https://www.emmi-benchmarks.eu/communication/news/final-results-emmi-consultation-paper/
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Use of each level of the hybrid methodology (January 2024)

Source: EMMI, ING

The changes in the waterfall approach – getting rid of
“estimates”
This Level 3 will now be scrapped. At the same time the second Level will be reformulated – to be
precise Level 2.3 which relies on external input data for its calculation. Currently Level 2.3
submissions would use the most recent transaction based Level 1 submission and add a Market
Adjustment Factor (MAF), which would reflect market moves since the last Level 1 rate. The MAF
itself is based on Euribor Futures prices. The new formulation would also allow any prior Level 2
submissions as starting point, while the MAF would be calculated from changes in the OIS market
and in Euribor-OIS spread. The OIS is based on the Efterm forward-looking €STR-based benchmark
which has since been developed.

On the operational level the changes are expected to reduce the risk exposure and operational
burden for panel banks and as such they are anticipated to help attract more banks to the panel
and therefore increase the overall robustness of the benchmark. For the Euribor rates itself
removing the reliance on Euribor Futures gets rid of the situation where the fixings change could
be based on the markets expectation thereof – a bit of a catch-21 situation which had been a weak
point of the current methodology. Simulations of the updated methodology that were run before
the consultation was started showed that the volatility of longer tenor Euribor fixings could
increase somewhat.

Volatility (in bp) of Euribor fixings under the current and
updated methodology

Source: EMMI, ING

What is the impact?
Will this have an effect on Euribor/OIS spreads and IRS/OIS bases? All else equal the higher volatility
of the fixings could entail some widening pressure on the bases, but the increases in volatility from

https://www.emmi-benchmarks.eu/benchmarks/efterm/
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the changes appear minor. We would think that if there were an impact on the bases from
structural changes, these might come more from the direction of the ECB and its review of the
operational framework. We should get more information soon with ECB's Lagarde having just
indicated that details could be released on 13 March. While it is expected that there will also be a
transition period of a couple of years the changes could entail a tightening of the refinancing rate
– deposit facility rate corridor to make funding via ECB operations more attractive for banks.
Crucial would also be any indications of what level of excess liquidity in the banking system the
ECB targets in the long run and what balance it chooses between supplying liquidity via operations
and via a bond portfolio.
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